WITCH'S Recipe

To make children into Bugs

You will need:
1. a cauldron
2. Dead dog's blood
3. Snapple fly's eggs
4. 2 Strings of hair
5. fragal bums ear
6. An old man's
7. a bone

INSTRUCTIONS....
1. Mash the snapple fly eggs with the bone make sure it bubble
2. Plop the eggs in the cauldron
3. Stir intill frothy
4. Put your fragalbum ear in and keep stirring
5. Cut the old mans rotten tooth into little pieces and put in.
6. Mash and stir intill frothy and bubbly
7. Drop the Dead dogs blood 1 by 1
8. Crinkle and Crush the 2 strings of hair make sure it sizzles
9. When it stops sizzling put the 2 strings of hair stir for 2
   minutes
10. Pour it into bottle and put yummy heading on it.

SELL TO KIDS AND THERE A BUG IN 1 hour.
Turn Somebody into a ZOMBIE!

You will need:
1. Blonker head
10. Frog eyes
53. Dragon's eggs
5. Ls of ant poo
10. Ls of fire water
Cauldron
Victim.

Utensils:
Spoon

Name of Recipe: Zombie man

Steps:
1. Crush the frog eyes into cauldron.
2. Pour fire water in.
3. Zap Blonker head to smitherines.
4. Throw the ashes from blonkers head in.
5. Mash up eggs and put in cauldron.
6. Pour ant poo in, stir 64 times round.

When you've done that get a kid to eat it!
In 2 hours they will turn into a zombie!

Gross work!
Max!

Well, done.

Excellent work!

Lovely!
Witch's Recipe

What To Do?
1. Boil water in cauldron.
2. Crush cone toad eyes.
   Melt sharks tooth.
4. Fry rats tail.
5. Mash dogs vomit.
7. Squish octopus tentacles.
8. Boil in cauldron, then mix for ten minutes until black and green.

Goal
To turn teenagers into zombie-werewolf-vampires

Gross work!
Lili!

Excellent Work

SUPER!
V. Good.
Title: Witch Recipe

Goal: How to turn water into a witch

Ingredients:
1. Rats' head
2. Cup of some Blue Blood
3. A drop of Dog Slabber
4. Frogs' legs
5. Cane toad's warts
6. Purple slugs, eyeballs
7. Cats' feet
8. A bunch of hobbits' hair and 2 trolls' ears

Steps:
1. Sizzle a rats' head
2. Fry 8 frogs' legs
3. Add a large drop of dog slabber
4. Squeeze in some cane toad's warts
5. Smash 4 cats' feet
6. Stir in some blue blood
7. Crackle a bunch of hobbits' hair
8. Zap 2 purple slugs, eyeballs
9. Crush 2 trolls' ears

The water is now a witch.

Signed:
Kasey

Date:

Note: Good job!
Green Gloop

You will need
1. Frog slime
2. Grass
3. Green fish

1. Put the frog slime in the big bowl.
2. Rip the grass and put it in the big bowl.
3. Put green fish in.
4. Mix it.

You will turn in to a green witch.

Disgusting work.
Avriti!

Keep it up.

Well Done!

Winner!